Sovereign Union - Gathering of Nations 2014

AGENDA

Sovereign Union Gathering - Old Parliament House

Day 1 - Saturday 1 November 2014

The key issues that will be focused on at this gathering are:

- Status of the Sovereignty Movement and updates
- Setting up National Governance and Sovereign Independence
- Q & A: Open mic - Defining pathways ahead
- Aboriginal Law/Original Law - the law of the land and continental common law
- Concept of Sovereign Immunity
- Sovereign Union treaties between Nations
- Setting up Nation courts and the Sovereign Union Court of Justice (purpose and functions)

BRAINS' TRUST

Aboriginal Embassy, Opposite Old Parliament House, Canberra

Day 2 - Sunday 2 November 2014

AM: - Brainstorming: Sovereignty Pathways to independence, governance, economic self-sufficiency and the denouncing of current regimes

PM: - General discussions around the fire

In regards to accommodation, it is recommended to bring some tents, if and where possible, and we will all camp at the Aboriginal Embassy (opposite Old Parliament House) as we have done for many years. There may be a limited billeting available for Elders and people with special needs.

Please Note
It should be noted that if any Sovereign Nation State seeks to have a matter or matters put on the agenda, please make contact and this matter will be proposed.

Contact us:
Sovereign Union of First Nations and Peoples
Asserting First Nations Sovereignty into Governance
Ghillar Michael Anderson 0427 292 492 ghillar29@gmail.com

For more Information and to submit your attendance information: www.nationalunitygovernment.org